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0 of 0 review helpful Disappointed By A lee Bentley I was a big Dale Brown fan however this book turned out to be a 
bit of a disappointment for me too much unnecessary description for example is it necessary to describe someones 
shoes A lack of research has gone into certain aspects for example the Royal Airforce command structure there are no 
colonels majors etc in the RAF The writer from his US airforce experi When the United States Air Force is drawn into 
conflict in Libya after the fall of Muammar Gaddafi Dreamland s Whiplash intervention team wields its latest 
invention mdash a highly advanced unmanned aerial drone mdash with tragic consequences Now it s not only the 
future of Dreamland at stake mdash but NATO as well An action packed page turning military adventure Collateral 
Damage A Dreamland Thriller puts New York Times bestselling writing tea From the Back Cover The technology is 
perfect until it s not The fires still burn in Libya years after the fall of Gaddafi forcing NATO to intervene in a new 
war that could have devastating consequences for the volatile region But something has gone terr 
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